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Pastor HJ Sean Moon
Where are the Christian Warriors?
2021.07.23 - The King’s Report

Welcome to the King’s Report! Today is Friday July 23rd 2021, 12th year of Cheongi, sixth month, 14th
day by the Heavenly calendar. I’m your host Hyung Jin Sean Moon, the Second King of Cheon Il Guk.
---We are in 1 Chronicles chapter 7 today and verse 30. This is an extremely boring chapter. What
can I say? It's Asher’s descendants.
30 The sons of Asher; Imnah, and Isuah, and Ishuai, and Beriah, and Serah their sister.
31 And the sons of Beriah; Heber, and Malchiel, who is the father of Birzavith.
32 And Heber begat Japhlet, and Shomer, and Hotham, and Shua their sister.
33 And the sons of Japhlet; Pasach, and Bimhal, and Ashvath. These are the children of Japhlet.
34 And the sons of Shamer; Ahi, and Rohgah, Jehubbah, and Aram.
35 And the sons of his brother Helem; Zophah, and Imna, and Shelesh, and Amal.
36 The sons of Zophah; Suah, and Harnepher, and Shual, and Beri, and Imrah,
37 Bezer, and Hod, and Shamma, and Shilshah, and Ithran, and Beera.
38 And the sons of Jether; Jephunneh, and Pispah, and Ara.
39 And the sons of Ulla; Arah, and Haniel, and Rezia.
40 All these were the children of Asher, heads of their father's house, choice and mighty men of valour, chief of
the princes. And the number throughout the genealogy of them that were apt to the war and to battle was twenty
and six thousand men.
26,000 men from the tribe of Asher were in the war.

COMMENTARIES:
Biblical Narrative
Let's look at Asher! Let's see what Asher is all about:
Asher and his four sons and daughters settled in Canaan. On his deathbed Jacob blesses Asher by saying, “Out
of Asher his bread shall be fat, and he shall yield royal dainties.” Genesis 49: 20.
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Moses said this about the tribe of Asher: “May Asher be blessed above other sons; may he be esteemed by his
brothers; may he bathe his feet in olive oil.” Deuteronomy 33:24.
Asher was the eighth son of the patriarch Jacob and the traditional progenitor of the tribe of Asher. Some Biblical
scholars view this as post-diction an eponymous metaphor providing an aetiology of the connectedness of the
tribe to others in the Israelite confederation.
Asher is represented as the younger brother of Gad; these two being the sons of Zilpah, the handmaid of Leah.
(Genesis 35:26). The Biblical account shows Zilpah’s status as a handmaid change to an actual wife of Jacob
(Genesis 30:9). Her handmaid status is regarded by some Biblical scholars as indicating that the authors saw the
tribe of Asher as not being entirely of Israelite origin. Scholars believe that Asher consisted of certain clans
affiliated with portions of the Israelite tribal confederation, but which were never incorporated into the body of
politic.
The Torah states that Asher had four sons and one daughter, who were born in Canaan and migrated with him
to Egypt, with their descendants remaining there until the Exodus; this seems to be partly contradicted by
Egyptian records (assuming a late Exodus date), according to which a group named Aseru, a name from which
Asher is probably derived, were, in the 14th century BC, living in a similar region to Asher's traditional
territory, in Canaan. Asher's daughter, Serah (also transliterated as Serach), is the only granddaughter of Jacob
mentioned in the Torah (Gen. 46:17).
Her mother is not named. According to classical rabbinical literature, Serach's mother was named Hadurah, and
was a descendant of Eber. Although Hadurah was a wife of Asher, it was her second marriage, and Serach's
father was actually Hadurah's first husband, who had died. In classical rabbinical literature, Hadurah's
marriage to Asher was his second marriage as well, his first having been to Adon, who was a descendant
of Ishmael. The Book of Jubilees contradicts this, arguing instead that Asher's wife was named Ijon (which
probably means dove).
Asher's sons were Jimnah, Ishuah, Isui, and Beriah.

In rabbinical literature
Asher was the very one whose endeavor it had always been to reconcile the brothers, especially when they
disputed as to whom among them was destined to be the ancestor of the priests (Sifre, Deut. 355). In the Test.
Patr., Asher, 5, Asher is regarded as the example of a virtuous man who with single-mindedness strives only for
the general good. According to classical rabbinical literature, Asher had informed his brothers
about Reuben’s incest with Bilhal. As a result Asher came to be on bad terms with his brothers. Once Reuben
confessed, the brothers realized they had been unjust towards Asher. Asher's motivation is described by classical
rabbinical sources, as being entirely innocent of evil intent, and always in search of harmony between his
brothers.
Asher was born on 20 Shevat 2199 (1562 BCE). According to some accounts 2 Shevat is the date of his death.
Asher married twice. His first wife was Adon, a great-granddaughter of Ishmael: his second, Hadurah a
granddaughter of Ebert and a widow. By her first marriage Hadurah had a daughter Serah, whom Asher treated
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as affectionately as if she had been of his own flesh and blood, so that the Bible itself speaks of Serah as Asher's
daughter. According to the Book of Jubilees (34:20), Asher's wife was named "Iyon" (probably, "dove").
Asher's descendants in more than one regard deserved their name ("Asher" meaning "happiness"). The tribe of
Asher was the one most blessed with male children; and its women were so beautiful that priests and princes
sought them in marriage. The abundance of oil in the land possessed by Asher so enriched the tribe that none of
them needed to hire a habitation. The soil was so fertile that in times of scarcity, and especially in the Sabbatical
year, Asher provided all Israel with olive-oil. The Asherites were also renowned for wisdom.
That's very interesting; isn't it very interesting?

Cheon Seong Gyeong
And then in our beautiful new Cheon Seong Gyeong here, Father is talking about Hananim ju-i or
Godism. Father asks, “What is Godism?” And he says, “It is lovism.”And “what is lovism? It is not to be
served or lived for, but it is to serve, and it is to live for the sake of others.”
To serve! And that is really what the Kingdom is all about; isn't it? The Kingdom is all about that. It is
really a Kingdom of Godism and a Kingdom of “lovism.”
And it's interesting that Asher was the one that was trying to bring harmony between his brothers;
trying to bring unity in the confederation.

The Korean National Militia

Pastor Chun Kwang-hoon.

It's fascinating! We heard some amazing news from Korea yesterday. In Korea of course there are
people that are opposing the lockdown, and there's one famous minister Pastor Chun Kwang-hoon.
It's going to blow your mind folks; it blew my mind yesterday and everybody was shocked! Chun
Kwang-hoon is an evangelical pastor in Korea who is opposing the lockdown; he's probably the most
vocal in the nation in opposing the lockdown. He's opposing the lockdown; he’s opposing the
draconian communistic- style government that is being pushed on the South Koreans.
So he made a political party called the Korean Revolutionary Party or something like that, and he is
forming what is called the Korean National Militia. Of course, in Korea's past, they had a student
militia; even though they didn't have arms they were a militia that was “mobilized.” They were a
citizens’ militia mobilized to resist Korea's enemies. And he's forming now a national South Korean
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militia; as a very famous and most prominent minister that is against the lockdown, against the
government and very anti-communist.
And by the incredible hand of God, folks, and by the situation that they're in, literally descending into
Communism in South Korea, losing all their freedoms; now they're in their fourth lockdown. Forced
vaccinations are right around the corner; they've already been announced.
So Korea is really experiencing the terror of the lockdowns and the experimental shot that can
potentially be absolutely lethal for your body; being an mRNA vaccine manipulating and interfering
with the processes of your DNA - which is extremely dangerous.
Anyway, the point is: he is opposing those things. He's one of the brave ministers in Korea that is
opposing that, and he is becoming very famous and very well known in South Korea. The big
government there of course has him on their radar. Anyway, he's a patriot; he's a real patriot.
So he's creating a national militia in South Korea. Isn’t it incredible? Wow! Talk about micro and
macro! He is creating a national militia - which I'd never heard about. But listen to this folks; this is the
crazy thing! It's a national militia with a Christian network, and he's already putting leaders all over
the country. He is the chief commander and he is literally the commander of a troop- you know
they're using military language- and he's already putting other commanders per city.

True Father’s Brave Warriors
How crazy is this, folks? Seoul is the biggest city in Korea; Seoul is the capital of Korea. Guess whom
he put as the head commander of Seoul for the National Korean Militia? Guess whom? He put as the
head commander of Seoul City, and this is a Christian organization by the way; guess whom he put,
folks? He put our very own Reverend Lee Sang Yeol as the Seoul City commander of the Korean
National Militia!
Oh my gosh! Oh my gosh! I mean you cannot make this up, folks! This is so insane! How can you
explain? You can only explain that as the moving of the Holy Ghost! It is incredible, amazing!
As soon as we heard that, we said, “Oh my gosh! That was amazing! Glory to God!”
But we told him, “You’d better get ready to go to prison because they're probably going to come after
you.”And Reverend Lee said, “I am not afraid of prison, and I go for the Kingdom of God!” Talk about the
spirit! This is the spirit of the brave warriors who are under True Father's authority! This is our spirit.

Evangelical Churches
This is our spirit, while all the Christians are scared and they're hiding from the communists that are
coming - and this is worldwide by the way- they're hiding in the churches. They are cowardly pastors
and priests, whether it be Catholic or Evangelical. They're not speaking upon the issues of Satanism,
they're not speaking on pedophilia, sex trafficking, the LGBT stuff pouring in, transgenderism, all this
stuff; they're not speaking about all these things at all. They're just trying to pretend that it doesn't
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exist and they're derelict in their duty with their congregation; not preparing them for the wolves that
are coming.
You can see what has happened to the Evangelical Churches; it’s just so sad, and so pathetic. The
mainstream Evangelical churches which have just been seeking to build mega churches and to build
numbers and make money, they've lost their focus on serving God and protecting the sheep from the
wolves, and they're letting the satanic cult pour in. They don't fight, they don't fight. They're just so
passive, they're so weak, they're so flaccid, they're so un-Christian; they're cowardly. They've just been
trained by the neocons- style big government conservatives worldwide; they're so pathetically weak.
They only talk about conservative values, just talk about it by lip service; never do they stand up for
them. This is the sad part about the Evangelicals. This is the sad part about the Body of Christ right
now.
It's only very small pockets that are actually brave and willing to lay down their lives, go to prison to
stand up for God's gifts of liberty, freedom and responsibility, whereas all the early Apostles were
willing to go to prison, willing to die for the Kingdom of God. That spirit is gone because even the
Body of Christ has become so infected with hedonism, and has become so fattened by the prosperity
that God has blessed our countries with.
We see that in America. The American Evangelical Church is a joke. I mean it's inviting gay clergy in;
it's allowed the transgender. It's over the top unbelievable! You might as well just be a social club,
because you're accepting everything that Satan throws at you, going against every Biblical moral
norm.
So, the totalitarianism of the state increases and the threat of death increase as well, because as the
totalitarianism of the state increases they use the apparatus of government and its weapons to kill and
genocide people; you understand? And as that threat gets larger and looms greater, then you see the
cowardly Evangelical and Catholic leadership priesthood pastorate fleeing like little cockroaches into
the shadows, and they don't touch any of this.
When they have massive platforms, when they can be fighting to wake up many people, and to build
up the Body of Christ to stand up! Instead, no! They believe in the Pre-Trib and the Scofield Bible, and
they believe they're going to be all raptured away before the tribulation! So “Let it come! Let it come! Let
the communists come because we're going to be raptured!” How wicked and evil is that! How selfish and
self-absorbed and narcissistic and wicked and demonic is that!
You can see, that's why they’ve just let the real Satanists be who actually are political Satanists; they're
real Satanists, real pedophiles, real sex traffickers, real Satanists doing real rituals with children,
involving children and killing them. You understand? They won't do anything about it; they're even
scared to talk against abortion. Now of course, there are some good pastors out there that are doing
that, but they are definitely a minority; definitely a minority, in what used to be a very strong
Evangelical Church.
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But they did not unite with Father as the Lord of the Second Advent; they didn't unite with him. What
if they had united with him? This is what all the new people say; they say, “Man, if we knew this, if we
knew this; if we had followed Rev. Moon 50- 60 years ago, America would not be in the place it is now.” Oh,
duh! That's what he'd been saying for 50 years!

America’s fall
Why did America fall? When did it precipitously fall? Well, it fell from Roe v Wade; it's just very clear.
Where did Roe v Wade come from? It came from free sex culture; it came from the “sexual revolution,”
which was a sexual revolution of depravity. That's what killed America. It fell on the national level; it
fell with Satan, just like Eve fell with Satan on the national level. Everybody’s just having sex and
thinking that they're free when they are destroying their civilization.
Because it's the fall of sexuality that destroyed civilization; it's the fall of the sexuality of the
Americans that eventually made them produce all these babies that were unwanted; of course then
they needed a way to kill them and get rid of them, of the responsibility of sex, through this ridiculous
Satanic “sexual revolution” of depravity of Satanism.
And because of that then Roe v. Wade is pushed.
Because of that feminism is able to tempt Eves or the women in the country, to throw away Adams
and to sleep with archangels; to just give themselves over to reprobate minds and depravity and
become sleuths and celebrate that. “Republican” women fell into this too. When they were teens they
became sleuths too, a lot of them.
Christianity itself became a licentious religion allowing for dating and pre-marital sex culture. What
the heck? That's always been known as “fornication” for the entire history of the Christian church! It's
never been allowed for your children to be dating and having sex with these dating boys. I mean it's
just ridiculous! But this is a product of Satan’s attack on sexuality. Once a nation falls sexually and
start sexualizing all relationships, well you get what you got today; which is the Left and “Christians”
pushing homosexual marriages. And of course they're going to be pushing every other manner of
bestiality and pedo-sexuality; which already they're trying to push from the Left to give protection to
pedophiles.
So, I mean, if a nation falls like this, it is dying, folks; it's dead. And of course a byproduct of it is
abortion; it's the killing of babies. As a nation, the Body of Christ has not done anything to stop the
seventy plus million children that have been murdered and massacred on the altar of Baal!
How did that begin? It started with Roe v Wade.
But before that, how did Roe v Wade come into power? Because of popular free sexism, free sex
Satanism. A culture that gets absorbed with sexualizing everything becomes beasts; they become
incompetent beasts, which then can be human-farmed very easily by centralized governments - which
is exactly what happened.
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So we've really lost, and now we’re in the death rows of America; we're in the living death rows, so
people are panicking. Not only panicking, but people are really worried because America is totally on
the decline. As a civilization, prosperity has made us hedonists, and hedonism has made us licentious,
and licentiousness has made us into Satanists, cultural Satanists. Purporting to be a Christian,
purporting to be a Christian nation; purporting to believe in God, but then living as if you were a
Satanist, living as if you turned a blind eye to the encroachment of Satanism everywhere, and too
scared to push back; too scared to stand up.

M.A.G.A.
That's one thing that Trump did that was phenomenal! He woke the Americans up, and said, “If we
don't fight for this, America’s going to die, folks; it's going to die. We literally have one more shot of this.” That
movement, that MAGA movement, made people proud again. “Make America Great; Make America
Proud, Make America Strong Again!” All this kind of stuff made them think that, “Hey, we have to stand
up for this country!”
Boy, it's such a crazy time, but there's always a silver lining to everything. In a crazy time, people are
more willing to stand together; in a crazy time people are more willing to reassess their biases. A lot of
conservatives believed the Leftist New York Times’ lies and fake news about True Father, about the
Unification Church, about us etc. They believed that crap, because they were brainwashed in the
system.
Trump has made them realize that fake news is fake news and that it's real; it's a real apparatus that
tries to destroy and tear down and utterly decimate its enemies through lies. That's why you see this
explosion of people that are getting connected, and studying Principle again etc. You see that
explosion because people existentially know that we are in deep trouble as a country; we are on the
death rows of our country. And we could be in civil war in a year, in a couple of years; it could be
very, very, bad.

Civil War
And you understand folks? Civil wars don't get finished in two months! The Revolutionary War was
eight years. It's going to be at least six, seven, eight years; probably the entirety of the growth period if
it does kick off so- to- speak. It's not going to be short.
You're potentially talking about states leaving, so there will be mass migrations of people who want to
stand up for the Constitution of America; they will be migrating to those states that will protect the
Constitution. But of course they will have to be part of the military; everybody will be commissioned
to be part of the military of those states. There will be fights, and it will take many years.
In that scenario this generation of children will grow up in warfare. They will grow up in guerrilla
warfare, which is constant moving, constant fighting, constant warfare, constant bloodshed; constant
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encroachment of the enemy because they won't stop with anything else but force. That's what they're
exerting, they're exerting lethal force; they won't stop at anything else. So states will have to resist that.
But of course the usurpatious organizations and administration would call in China. They would call
in China through the UN, calling it “humanitarian crisis,” to get rid of all the white supremacist
Trump supporters, the domestic terrorists. Even though there would be a massive amount of states
leaving and saying “no,” they would call the Chinese in. The Communist Chinese are drooling to keep
their country together and they must have wars to do that. That's always been the case with Chinese
history, always; because they're totalitarians. So they can't unite their country based on the higher
ground; they have to be united by force and by a common enemy.
In that case scenario, you would have years and years of war. You’d have years and years of
potentially seeing your children getting killed, you getting killed; heads being blown up, arms being
blown off, all that kind of stuff; terrorism, you would see it, you would experience it. People you love
dying in your arms, bleeding out and breathing the last breath! Oh, yeah, you would see all that; it's
not pretty.
Parents would have to kill their own children if they're on the opposite side; brothers would have to
kill their own brothers if they're on the opposite side- Benjamin Franklin had to fight his own son who
was on the British side- and be willing to kill him because he's a commie; he's on the other side.

That's why they had the slogan, “Join, or Die.”
Because in warfare it gets literally that clear: if you're not with us
you’re our enemy and you will die. That's the scenario that America
is moving towards. And that's why President Trump of course should not have left his office; he
should have protected this country from this type of event. Look how fast they're moving folks; they
move so fast!

Let this be in my generation!
But it is what it is, and at this time of great crisis, the Gospel can be preached with stronger fortitude;
people are more receptive to the Gospel of the Kingdom. In Korea, since Reverend Lee is now Seoul
City commander of the Korean National Militia, some of the biggest churches in the world are now
opening their doors to meet him.
So God is moving, God can move.
But is his life becoming a lot more dangerous? Oh yeah, oh yeah; definitely. If America descends into
civil war, for all the microcosmic figures that are standing with the Three Kingship under True
Father's authority, will our lives become more dangerous? Heck yeah, heck yeah!
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But again we don't live for life; we don't live for hedonism or for our own pleasures. We live to serve
God and to live for His Will and purpose. And if it is His Will to be the Isaac generation, to get on the
altar if our Daddy tells us to, we will do so for the sake of the future of the Kingdom of God, and so
that our descendants can inherit it.
That is the spirit of the Christian,
*that is the spirit of the martyr
*that is the spirit of walking into the lion's den,
*that is the spirit of walking through the fire;
*that is the spirit of Christianity from the beginning!
Where has that spirit gone?
It's faded away, and melted away into cowardly weak betas; they're not willing to stand up for
anything, and they let society and Satanism eat them, devour them, because they think they’re going
to be raptured up like cowards!! That is the spirit of Satan! That is the pathetic state of the Body of
Christ.
But more are waking up. So, praise God! Praise God! God is preparing new people. If His people are
so infatuated with their own lives and forget the fact that they're going to die anyway, and they're not
going to stand up for Godism and God's principle, and they're just going to let Satanism eat it all up,
and to left this Communist Party eat it all up and not give any resistance, well then God will raise up
another people.
That's what He's doing.
He's raising up the un-churched
He's raising up those who were distant from the Beta Church,
He's raising up those who don't like “Churchianity”;
He's raising up the real warriors, the real people who are willing to stand up and fight for America
and their country, and for freedom and liberty, the gifts of God; to resist totalitarianism and
authoritarianism and dictatorship!
God will raise another people; He is right now.
So it is a very epic and exciting time, folks; isn't it? A very dangerous time! But as the Founding
Fathers said, “Let this be in my generation,” and not my grandchildren’s.
Let this be in my generation, so my grandchildren can live free!

